
The last book written by
children's author 

Dr Seuss was called 
'Oh the Places You'll go'.

The illustration for the
front cover shows a
person travelling 

by balloon.

inspiration

The first rubber balloons were
invented in 1824 to use in

scientific experiments.
People started using

sausage-shaped balloons to
make animals in the USA in

the early 1940s.

balloons

Bunting was first used
back in the 1600s.

Traditionally, each flag
is a triangular shape.

did you
know?

We are going to make balloon-shaped bunting. 
 

The balloons can represent whatever you want. 
You might choose to link them to friends and family,
places you enjoy going, things you like doing or just

colours and patterns you love. You might make lots of
similar balloons for your bunting, or you might have a

variety of very different ones!
 

FOR THE STRING
wool, string, cotton thread, washing line, ribbon

 
FOR THE BALLOONS

any paper you can cut up: newspapers, 
old maps, wrapping paper, your paintings, 

magazines, packaging, old photos,
old books...

 

MAKE 
BALLOON BUNTING

reuse what
you can find

www.atthebus.org.uk

There are lots of great 
quotes in the book. 

Here's one:
“You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself any

direction you choose.”

Dr Seuss

Oh the places you'll go!

first published in 1990

tip
search for the book on 
the internet and you can
see a video of it being read



The first hot air balloon
flight with people on board

was in 1782.

Create paper doily balloons by
folding in half and cutting

patterns into the paper (like paper
snowflakes) 

Finally, attach your balloons to the string. There
are lots of ways you can do this: use a stapler,

sew the balloons on to a ribbon with a machine
or by hand, punch two holes at the top and

thread the twine through, tape the back of the 
balloons to the string...

did you
know?

ideas

You could paint abstract colours
or designs on paper and cut the

heart shapes from these

Find inspiring quotes to write on the
hearts - could you try calligraphy?

Next, start cutting your balloon shapes. If you want them
all the same size, you can use a template. Or you may

want a variety of balloon shapes, in which case you can
draw the balloon each time. Remember, as the balloon
is a symmetrical shape, you can fold your paper in half

and cut one side of the shape, then unfold.

create

A. A. Milne, who wrote
Winnie The Pooh, said:

Nobody can be uncheered
with a balloon.

MAKE 
BALLOON BUNTING

Collect the papers you will use to make your
balloons. You may decide to decorate plain

paper with paint or drawings or to use
patterned or printed materials.

IF YOU WANT ALL YOUR

BALLOONS TO BE THE SAME SIZE

AND SHAPE, YOU CAN CUT A

TEMPLATE FROM CARD. 

DRAW AROUND THe template ON

THE PAPER YOU ARE USING, THEN

CUT OUT.

TEMPLATE

Display

www.atthebus.org.uk
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Hang your bunting where
others can admire it.

Try to make at least

six BALLOONS 

for your 

bunting


